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MIRROR OBJECTS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM?Z.K. SilagadzeBudker Institute of Nulear Physis630 090 Novosibirsk, Russia(Reeived Deember 14, 2001)This talk was given at the Tunguska-2001 international onferene butit is not about the Tunguska event. Instead we tried to give some �avor ofmirror matter, whih is predited to exist if parity is an unbroken symmetryof nature, to non-experts. The possible onnetion of the mirror matterideas to the Tunguska phenomenon was indiated by Foot and Gninenkosome time ago and was elaborated by Foot in the separate talk at thisonferene. If the mirror world interpretation of the Tunguska like events isindeed orret then the most fasinating (but very speulative) possibilityis that some well known elestial bodies with strange properties are infat made mostly from mirror matter, and so maybe the mirror world wasdisovered long ago and we just have not suspeted this!PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 95.30.�k, 95.35.+dThis onferene is devoted to the 1908 Tunguska mysterious event. Hu-man beings like mystery stories very muh. Maybe the greatest mysterybeing our very ability to be so urious. It seems that the strange aspirationfor unraveling mysteries and even stranger belief that the truth really existsfor every ase is hardwired in our brains. This passion for knowledge is pow-erful enough to ompete with other human passions and makes possible theexistene of substantial siene despite the fat that sientists, just like otherhuman beings, are subjet to various human weaknesses not ompatible withgenuine siene like arrogane, vanity and unfairness.It is not easy to �nd the truth about the event so old and so enigmati.Thus it is not surprising that numerous hypotheses were suggested for ex-planation to what happened in the Central Siberia near the PodkamennayaTunguska River in the early morning hours of June 30, 1908 [1℄. A newhypothesis is onsidered in Foot's talk at this onferene [2℄ aording towhih Tungus tribesmen and Russian fur traders had witnessed an atmo-spheri explosion of some mirror meteoroid. What is mirror meteoroid? It is(1325)



1326 Z.K. Silagadzea meteoroid made from the mirror matter. And what follows is an attemptto explain to you the meaning of words �mirror matter�. While desribingertainly exoti things, we will try to follow the advie �Be open-minded,but not so open-minded that your brains fall out.�The main motivation for the mirror-world omes from the symmetryargument: the existene of mirror matter makes the world left�right sym-metri. What is left and what is right at the fundamental, that is quarkand lepton level, needs some explanation. You know that many physialquantities are vetors, like veloity or aeleration. The main harateristiproperty of vetors is their transformation law under rotations. For exam-ple, if one rotates a radius-vetor ~r = (x; y; z) by the angle � around thez-axis its x- and y-oordinates will hange aording tox0 = os � x+ sin � y ;y0 = � sin � x+ os � y : (1)Any other vetor also transforms like this. Now the transformation law aboveshows that a vetor remains unhanged under 360Æ-rotation. Therefore ve-tors annot be the most fundamental objets beause the 360Æ-rotation isnot an identity transformation and the most fundamental objets are ex-peted to hange under suh rotations. The last assertion does look strange,does it not? Why a 360Æ-rotation is not an identity transformation? Infat it is, but only for isolated objets. In general something hanges inthis world when somebody makes a full turn on his heels. Our anestorsintuitively always understood this. In fairy stories one an �nd quite oftenan assertion like this: �The magiian turned around on his heels and turnedinto a mouse.� If you do not believe in fairy stories maybe the followingdemonstration by Dira [3℄ will be more onvining for you. Take a trianglemade from some hard material (Dira himself used a pair of sissors) andattah elasti strings to its vertexes. Fix other ends of the strings, for ex-ample as shown in the �gure below. Use the sole string as the rotation axis
and turn the triangle around it by one full turn. The other two strings willbeome twisted. Now keep the triangle �xed and try to remove the twist bymanipulating the elasti strings. You failed to ahieve this? Not surprising



Mirror Objets in the Solar System? 1327beause it an be proved [4℄ that it is impossible. But more surprises arewaiting for you. Go ahead and turn again the triangle by one full turn in thesame diretion. The strings will beome twie more twisted as the trianglehas made two full turns. However this time it is possible to untwist stringsby taking them over and around the �xed triangle. This fat demonstrateslearly that only the 720Æ-rotation and not the 360Æ-rotation is the identitytransformation. But to really believe this you should perform the abovedesribed exerise by yourself.Atually there is another way to demonstrate the distintion between360Æ- and 720Æ-rotations. For this demonstration you do not need to pre-pare any equipment at all exept a up of o�ee. It turns out that ourarms are properly designed for the trik whih demonstrates the distin-tion between 360Æ- and 720Æ-rotations. The trik was invented by Balineseandle-daners long ago and performed ountless times without realizing anydeep mathematis behind it. In presene of the more sienti�ally trainedaudiene the trik was �rstly performed by Feynman during his 1986 Diramemorial leture [5℄. Now you an try this Balinese andle-dane trik byyourself using the following instrutions given by Burton [6℄: �You hold theo�ee up with your right hand underneath it, straight out in front of you.Now bring it left, under your underarm, awkwardly around front with yourelbow straight up in the air. That's 360 degrees, and you're a pretzel. Keepgoing around ounterlokwise, this time swinging your arm around overyour head. At 720 degrees the o�ee up is bak where it started, unspilled,and your arm is straight one more. Keep going round and round until youbelieve it.�The trik even has a tehnial appliation. Aording to Hansen [3℄, in1971 D.A. Adams patented in USA a solution to the problem of transfer-ring eletrial urrent to a rotating plate without the wires being entangledbased on the Balinese andle-dane trik. For another interesting applia-tion of a Balinese andle dane, at 7200 revolutions per minute, in a medialentrifuge see Burton's story [6℄. Let us also indiate some other literaturesoures [7℄ where you an �nd further disussion of 360Æ-rotations.To �nd more fundamental objets behind vetors let us note that froma vetor one an make 2 � 2 traeless matrix by using Pauli matries. Forexample, the radius-vetor is assoiated with the matrixX = x�1 + y�2 + z�3 = � z x� iyx+ iy �z � :Under rotations (1) the matrix X transforms like thisX 0 = UXU+; (2)



1328 Z.K. Silagadzewhere U = ei�3 �2 = 0� e i�2 00 e� i�2 1A : (3)Note that the transformation matrix U depends now on �2 and thus hangessign under 360Æ-rotation! Let us deompose the matrix X into simplerbuilding bloks:X = ��TC = � �1�2 �� �1 �2 �� 0 1�1 0 � = � ��1�2 �21��22 �1�2 � ; (4)where � is an objet with 2 omplex omponents� = � �1�2 �and the presene of the �harge onjugation matrix� C = i�2 is neessary tomake the r.h.s. of (4) traeless (by this ondition the onstant matrix C isdetermined uniquely up to normalization). Beause C�+3 = ��T3 C we willhave CU+ = UTC andX 0 = U��TCU+ = U��TUTC = (U�)(U�)TC:Therefore the transformation law for the objet � is�0 = U� (5)and this objet hanges sign under 360Æ-rotations. Suh objets, some kindof square root of vetors, are alled spinors. And quarks and leptons arespinors. One an think that this sign hange under 360Æ-rotations should beirrelevant. Espeially if you remember that wave funtion phase does notmatter in quantum mehanis. Indeed a 360Æ-rotation does not matter forisolated spinor. But if this spinor is a part of a bigger system this minussign matters a lot: it leads to the Pauli exlusive priniple [5, 6℄. Hene allthe hemistry and our very existene are based on this minus sign!Now it is time to ask how the spinors transform under Lorentz transfor-mations. Equation (5) suggests the following general transformation law forspinors �0 = exp(i 3Xi=3(J i�i +Ki'i))�;where J i = 12�i are generators of spatial rotations andKi are Lorentz boostgenerators. The boost is haraterized by the parameters 'i. For example,



Mirror Objets in the Solar System? 1329for the Lorentz boost along x-diretion one hasx00 = osh' x0 + sinh' x ;x0 = sinh' x0 + osh' x : (6)where osh' =  determines the -fator of the boost. Formulas like (1) and(6) in fat determine expliit forms of J i andKi generators for 4-vetors andhene their ommutators. It turns out [8℄ that the ommutation relationsan be written in the form[A�i ;A�j ℄ = i"ijkA�k ; [A+i ;A�j ℄ = 0; (7)where A�i = 12(J i � iKi). These ommutation relations show that theLorentz group is loally idential to the SU(2)� SU(2) group. Therefore itsrepresentations are labeled by two angular momenta j� and j+. All suh(j�; j+) representations an be onstruted from the two fundamental spinorrepresentations (12 ; 0) and (0; 12). Therefore we have two kinds of spinors.The left spinor (12 ; 0) transforms non-trivially under the left SU(2) formedby the A�i generators while remaining unhanged under the right SU(2)formed by the A+i generators. For the right spinor (0; 12 ) roles of the leftand right SU(2) fators of the Lorentz group are interhanged. Left spinor isannihilated by the A+i = 12(J i + iKi) generators. Therefore for suh spinorKi = iJ i = i2�i, beause J i = 12�i for spinor representation. Analogouslyfor right spinor Ki = � i2�i. Thus under Lorentz boosts left spinor �L andright spinor �R transform as�0L = e� 12~��~'�L; �0R = e 12~��~'�R: (8)It turns out [8℄ that for massless spinors the projetion of their spin ontheir momentum diretion is negative for left spinors and positive for rightspinors. So we an think about left and right spinors as some analogs ofleft-handed and right-handed srews.Let P be spae inversion (or parity) operatorP : (x0; x; y; z) ! (x0;�x;�y;�z): (9)How do spinors transform under parity? Inspeting 4-vetor transformationlaws under Lorentz boosts (6) and under parity (9) one an �nd that Pantiommutes with the boost generators Ki. But then it is impossible torealize the parity operator by a 2 � 2 matrix in the �L or �R spae beauseno 2 � 2 matrix antiommutes with all Pauli matries. The analogy withsrews hints a resue. Under spae inversion left-handed srew goes intoright-handed srew and vie versa. Therefore the parity operator should



1330 Z.K. Silagadzetransform left spinors into right spinors and vie versa. Hene to have aspinor realization of the Lorentz group extended by parity one should unify�L and �R spinors into a one 4-omponent objet (Dira spinor) = � �R�L � :Then in the spae spanned by  spinors there is enough room to realize bothLorentz boost generators Ki and the parity operator P :Ki = � � i2�i 00 i2�i � ; P = � 0 11 0 � ; KiP = �PKi :A bit more information about the fundamental nature of left and rightspinors and we will be ready to disuss their onnetion to the mirror matteridea. Using osh '2 =r1 + 2 ; sinh '2 =r � 12 ;  = Emwe get e 12~��~' = osh '2 + ~� � ~pj~pj sinh '2 = E +m+ ~� � ~pp2m(E +m) :Therefore equations (8) indiate�R(p) = E +m+ ~� � ~pp2m(E +m) �R(0); �L(p) = E +m� ~� � ~pp2m(E +m) �L(0); (10)where �R(0) and �L(0) are rest-frame spinors. But you annot tell whethera srew is left-handed or right-handed if the diretion the srew points isunknown. So for the rest frame spinors it should be impossible to distinguishleft spinors from right spinors and one should have [8, 9℄�R(0) = �L(0): (11)Taking this into aount allows to rewrite (10) as(E � ~� � ~p) �R(p) = m�L(p); (E + ~� � ~p) �L(p) = m�R(p):But this is nothing but the Dira equation for the Dira spinor  (p̂�m) = 0;



Mirror Objets in the Solar System? 1331where the Dira matries are given in the hiral representation0 = � 0 11 0 � ; i = � 0 ��i�i 0 � :You surely know about the entral role the Dira equation plays in our un-derstanding of Nature. And we have just disovered that the Dira equationis merely assertion that for the spinor partile at rest one annot tell whetherit is left-handed or right-handed!We hope you are onvined now about the fundamental nature of leftand right at the quark and lepton level. Moreover, the di�erene betweenthem should be ompletely onventional beause we arbitrarily had alledleft to the one SU(2) fator of the Lorentz group and right to the anotherSU(2) fator. So one expets the world to be left�right symmetri. Parityinterhanges left and right. Therefore parity invariane of the world is alsoexpeted. But we know that the weak interations are not parity invariantand the world re�eted in a mirror looks di�erent from the original: theP -mirror image of the left-handed neutrino is right-handed neutrino whihis not observed experimentally.But this absene of right-handed neutrino not yet indiates left�rightasymmetry of the world. It is ertainly true that under spae inversion leftand right beomes interhanged. But in presene of some internal symmetry,when there are several equivalent left-handed states and several equivalentright-handed states, it is not obvious at all what right-handed state shouldorrespond to a given left-handed state. A priori all operators of the typePS, where P is the (naive) parity operator onsidered above and S is someinternal symmetry operator, are equally good to represent spae inversion.Usually internal symmetry S is broken. But the parity symmetry P is alsobroken as we have seen above. So it may happen that PS remains unbrokennevertheless and therefore it an be served as representing the equivalenebetween left and right. What remains is to �nd a good enough internalsymmetry S. And the harge onjugation C, that is the symmetry betweenpartiles and anti-partiles, is an obvious andidate [10℄. Indeed the worldlooks symmetri when re�eted in the CP -mirror beause under CP left-handed neutrino goes into right-handed antineutrino and vie versa.But CP invariane is also broken as experiments in the neutral kaonsystem had shown. Reent experiments in the neutral B-meson system alsoindiate that our world is not CP -symmetri and therefore it is either left�right asymmetri or CP does not represent the symmetry between left andright. Most of the sienti� ommunity aepted the �rst possibility of theleft�right asymmetri world after the remarkable disovery of CP violationin K-meson deays. This viewpoint remains dominant today. But it isnot neessarily orret. Nineteenth entury humorist Josh Billings warned



1332 Z.K. Silagadzelong ago [11℄ �The trouble with most folks is not so muh their ignorane.It's know'n so many things that ain't so.� Evolution of physis is a subtleinterplay between theory and experiment governed by Lee's two laws [12℄.The rigidity of aepted opinions in physis is well explained by the �rstlaw whih says �Without experimentalists, theorists tend to drift.� So oneneeds breakthrough experiments to hange an orthodox view of the world.The experimental disovery of the CP violation in K-meson deays wasone suh breakthrough experiment whih hanged the previous beliefs by anew orthodoxy that only the proper Poinaré symmetries are symmetriesof Nature and that the improper Poinaré symmetries, like spae inversionand time reversal, are violated. But �Without theorists, experimentaliststend to falter� aording to the Lee's seond law of physiists. Lee himselfprovides [12℄ a lassial example to illustrate this seond law. During twodeades a dozen of experiments were performed to measure the Mihel pa-rameter � in �-deay. Never the new experimental value lied outside theerror bars of the preeding one. Nevertheless onlusions about the natureof weak interations hanged dramatially: the �rst experiments indiated� = 0 while the �nal value was � = 3=4, and the experiments onvergedto this �nal value only after the theoretial predition. Of ourse, nobodydoubts that CP and P violations are �rmly established experimentally.But, opposite to the ommon belief, this fat does not neessarily meansthat Nature is left�right asymmetri. The theoretial idea whih resuesleft�right symmetry was put forward by Lee and Yang [13℄ and involves adramati dupliation of the world. For any ordinary partile the existeneof the orresponding �mirror� partile is postulated. These mirror partilesare sterile with respet to the ordinary gauge interations but interat withtheir own set of mirror gauge partiles. Vie versa, ordinary partiles aresinglets with respet to the mirror gauge group whih is an exat opy ofthe Standard Model GWS = SU(3)C 
 SU(2)L 
 U(1)Y group with onlydi�erene that left and right are interhanged. Hene the mirror weak in-terations reveal an opposite P -asymmetry so thatMP , where the internalsymmetry operator M interhanges ordinary and mirror partiles, remainsunbroken. The world so extended will look symmetri when re�eted in theMP -mirror.Therefore the desired invariane of the world with regard to the spaeinversion operation (and other improper Poinaré symmetries), ombinedwith the experimental fat that P and CP are broken in our world, pro-vides strong motivation for the mirror matter idea. One an even imaginea reason why gauge and matter ontents of our world is dupliated. It mayhappen that the low energy world we are familiar with looks quite di�erentfrom the world at high energies. Reently more and more popularity gainsthe Brane World idea [14℄. Aording to this idea our low energy world is



Mirror Objets in the Solar System? 1333loated on some 3-dimensional wall (a brane) in higher dimensional spae.More preisely, only the gauge and matter partiles are loated on the brane.Gravity, in ontrast, propagates into a full bulk and so is essentially highdimensional. But this high dimensionality of gravity is hidden at distaneslarge ompared to the size of extra dimensions. The loalization of partileson the brane is not absolute: it takes plae only at low energies. When ener-gies are high enough ompared to some harateristi sale the loalization,as well as the brane, disappears and the world restores its high-dimensionalnature for all degrees of freedom. A good illustration of the Brane Worldidea is M. C. Esher's lithograph �Liberation� shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. The Brane World idea illustrated by M. C. Esher's lithograph �Liberation�.



1334 Z.K. SilagadzeNow suppose that the partiles annot penetrate (for low energies) thethik enough brane and so are loalized on one of its surfae. Partilestrapped on the another surfae of the brane will appear as some kind ofdark matter for us beause objets loated on di�erent brane surfaes areonneted only by gravity, whih an penetrate the brane. The parity in-variane of suh world ould be restored if the parity transformation involvesa transition from one brane surfae to another. Therefore the mirror par-tiles ould be just partiles loated on the another surfae of our brane.It is even possible to imagine the mirror world without mirror partiles ifour brane is some analog of one-sided losed surfae. In [22℄ this idea wasillustrated by M. C. Esher's woodut �Möbius Strip II�. Suh Möbius worldould be loally left�right asymmetri but nevertheless globally symmetri.For example, suppose a 2-dimensional Möbius world is inhabited by somereatures all having their hearts on left side. So the symmetry between leftand right is violated at least on reatures level. But inspeting the thingsloser the reatures will �nd that this violation of symmetry is only apparentas there are some shadow mirror reatures around whih have their heartson right side. But this mirror reatures are di�ult to disover beause theyreveal themselves only trough gravity. So sientists from this 2-dimensionalworld will need a mirror world to desribe physis around them. From our3-dimensional perspetive, however, it is quite evident that there is no globaldi�erene between �ordinary� and �mirror� reatures.We hope you are onvined now that the mirror world idea has good the-oretial motivation and is not so exoti as it may appear. Maybe some his-torial remarks would be appropriate here. As we had already remarkedthe original idea dates bak to Lee and Yang's seminal 1956 paper [13℄.But, in ontrast to the main onlusion of this paper that our world ouldbe parity non-invariant, the mirror world way of restoring the symmetrybetween left and right had virtually no impat on ontemporary siene fora long time. For our best knowledge, for the �rst time the mirror world ideawas taken seriously and investigated by Kobzarev, Okun and Pomeranhukin 1966 paper [15℄. Note by the way that the nikname �mirror world� was�rstly oined in this very work. Nevertheless the idea remained unknown forthe majority of researhers as witnessed by the fat that it has been redis-overed at least two times [16,17℄. But there was a small group of physiistswhih knew about the idea and tried to elaborate it. For example, the astro-physial onsequenes of the idea were thoroughly investigated by Blinnikovand Khlopov [18℄. Reently the idea beame somewhat more popular after intwo 1995 papers by Foot and Volkas [19℄, Berezhiani and Mohapatra [20℄ itwas notied that observed neutrino mysteries (solar neutrino de�it, the at-mospheri neutrino problem, Los Alamos evidene for neutrino osillations)an have their roots in mirror world. More details and other referenes onthe subjet an be found in semi-popular reviews [21, 22℄.



Mirror Objets in the Solar System? 1335Is there any observational evidene for mirror matter? Certainly thereare no experimental fats whih unavoidably demand mirror matter exis-tene. Otherwise you would know about this form of matter before ouronferene. But there are impressive amount of fats whih an be inter-preted as indiating towards the mirror world.The main di�ulty in observing mirror matter is aused by its very weakonnetion with ordinary matter. These two forms of matter interat pre-dominantly by gravity only. And gravity is very feeble interation. Never-theless if some mirror objet is massive enough its gravitational e�ets ouldbe observable. Interestingly one of main problems of modern astrophysis isthe presene of huge amount of invisible dark matter in the universe. Andthe mirror matter is a natural andidate for dark matter [18, 23℄. Largelumps of mirror matter will ause gravitational lensing e�et on the lightfrom bakground galaxies. And reent weak mirolensing studies [24℄ had re-ally disovered two suh galaxies (or galaxy lusters) almost empty from theluminous matter. Maybe this is the �rst observation of mirror galaxy [21℄.Mirror stars in our galaxy an also produe gravitational mirolensing e�eton bakground stars. Suh mirolensing e�ets also had been observed andan be interpreted as observations of mirror stars in the Milky Way halo [25℄.On smaller sales ordinary and mirror matter are expeted to be nat-urally segregated beause they do not have ommon dissipative intera-tions [18℄. So we expet that systems of the solar system size will havealmost de�nite mirrority. But some small admixture of matter with oppo-site mirrority is also not exluded and one expets the existene of binarysystems like ordinary star with mirror planet or vie versa. Remarkablysome extra-solar planets reently disovered have strange properties like be-ing very lose to their host stars and therefore may be mirror planets [26,27℄.Even more impressive is reent disovery [28℄ of �oating planets whih haveno apparent host stars. Instead of being really isolated, whih is unexpetedin onventional theories of planet formation, these �planetary mass objets�ould be ordinary planets orbiting invisible mirror stars [29℄.As we see the mirror world model makes at least �ve preditions aboutgravitational e�ets whih are really observed:� the existene of dark matter� gravitational lensing e�ets aused by invisible galaxies� mirolensing events due to invisible stars� strange extrasolar planets� isolated planets



1336 Z.K. SilagadzeSo this model ould be onsidered as extremely suessful. Neverthelessthere is no onlusive proof that any of the above listed e�ets are really somemanifestation of mirror world and annot be explained otherwise. Furtherwork is needed to establish unambiguously whether the mirror world reallyexists. Meanwhile we an speulate about possible mirror solar ompanion(s)[22, 30℄.So far we talked about revealing mirror matter through its gravitational�ngerprints. But gravity is not neessarily the only way to onnet the twoworlds. For neutral partiles like Higgs, photon and neutrinos one an imag-ine ordinary-mirror mixing whih is good from the point of modern �eldtheory (that is the mixing turns out to be gauge invariant and renormaliz-able). The mirror world model with these mixing terms predits three majore�ets in partile physis beyond the Standard Model and two of them arereally observed! The third one involves Higgs-mirror Higgs mixing whihan modify signi�antly the Higgs salar properties [17℄ but we will be ableto test this predition only after the Higgs disovery.Neutrino-mirror neutrino mixing leads to maximal neutrino-mirror neu-trino osillations no matter how small the Lagrangian mixing parameter is.This maximality of mixing is a quite general onsequene ofMP symmetryand provides a lear experimental signature of this model [19℄. It seems thatneutrino osillations (very likely maximal!) are really observed experimen-tally. But unfortunately the mirror world is again slipping away from ourhands: the last experimental data disfavors the pure ative-sterile osilla-tions [32℄. But we do not agree that at present a sterile neutrino is exludedby experiment and bet that the sterile neutrino will strike bak soon. Itseems that the observed neutrino anomalies are more omplex phenomenathan it was initially thought. Besides ative-sterile mixings, neutrinos ouldhave mixings among ative (ordinary) speies, like �avor mixing in quarksetor, and among their mirror (sterile) partners. So we do not expet thetwo �avor ative-sterile neutrino osillations (whih is exluded now) to bethe only loophole for sterile neutrinos. But again we have no de�nite exper-imental manifestation of the mirror world through neutrino osillations atpresent � only indiations towards it.Photon-mirror photon mixing if present will result in a small ordinaryeletri harge aquired by mirror harged partiles. As a result mirror mat-ter will be able to interat with ordinary matter eletromagnetially althoughby muh redued strength. But ompared to gravity the eletromagneti in-terations are tremendously powerful. So even a very small mixing an leadto interesting observable e�ets. For example, orthopositronium will mixwith mirror orthopositronium and deay into an invisible state [33℄. So itsdeay rate will not oinide with the theoretial predition [33℄. Interestinglysuh disrepany is really observed in some experimental measurements and



Mirror Objets in the Solar System? 1337the mirror world may help to resolve this longstanding disrepany [34℄.Note that the mirror world e�et on the orthopositronium deays will ap-pear only in vauum experiments beause otherwise the ordinary matterenvironment will destroy oherene between mirror and ordinary parts ofthe orthopositronium state vetor and suppress the osillations. Suh kindof oherene loss is important also in other phenomena involving photon-mirror photon mixing [35℄.The resolution of the orthopositronium lifetime puzzle via mirror worldsenario requires relatively large photon-mirror photon mixing parameter[34℄. If the mixing parameter is indeed so large an interesting possibilitywill be opened that the mirror world an lead to the Tunguska-like eventsand maybe the Tunguska event itself was a manifestation of the mirrorworld [2℄. But this is another story � for details see Foot's talk at thisonferene [2℄. Instead we will speulate now about a possibility that a tinyeletromagneti interation between the mirror and ordinary atoms will benevertheless enough to prevent ordinary aretion material near the largemirror body from falling to its enter. If the repulsion between ordinaryand mirror eletron orbitals is enough to overome gravitational attrationon the surfae of mirror body the ordinary dust and other areted materialwill stay on the surfae and will form some kind of very fragile and porousrust. As a result the mirror body will beome visible and may appear assome strange objet for a distant observer. Are there any suh objets inthe solar system? We speulated earlier [22,30℄ that there might be a mirrorplanet in our solar system that might be found one day. But perhaps an evenmore interesting possibility is that one has already been found! There aresome strange objets observed in the solar system and we list them below.Potentially they ould be andidates for a mirror elestial body overed byordinary rust.Let us begin with the ninth planet Pluto [36℄. Some of its strange prop-erties are [37℄:� highly eentri orbit� orbital inlination muh higher than the other planets'� the seond most ontrasty body in the solar system� overed with exoti, super-volatile snows of nitrogen, methane andarbon monoxideThere is also some evidene that the Pluto's surfae is very porous [38℄.Maybe one day NASA an send spae ships to Pluto to bring bak mirrormatter! That ould be useful beause the mirror matter should have usefulindustrial appliations [2℄.



1338 Z.K. SilagadzeAnother strange objet in the solar system is Saturn's outermost satellitePhoebe. Here are some of its oddities [39℄:� very low albedo, it is as dark as lampblak� eentri, retrograde orbit� high orbital inlination� anomalously low density of about 0:7 g=m3Of ourse, rather being a mirror objet, phoebe more likely may be a darkarbonaeous aptured asteroid formed in the outer solar system as sientistsbelieve. But who knows . . .Undoubtedly the strangest objet in the solar system and maybe the bestandidate for mirror objet overed by ordinary rust is Saturn's anothermoon Iapetus [40℄. It orbits not in a plane of the other moons. Its density1:1 g=m3 indiates that Iapetus must be omposed almost entirely of waterie. Indeed its trailing hemisphere is very bright. But mysteriously theleading hemisphere is ompletely di�erent � it is as dark as lampblak. SeeFig. 2 whih shows Iapetus as seen by Voyager-1 spaeraft.

Fig. 2. Iapetus' image taken by Voyager-1 spaeraft.Standard explanation is that the leading hemisphere is oated by a dustmaterial knoked out of Phoebe by meteor impats. But in this ase meteorimpats on Iapetus dark hemisphere is expeted to produe raters withbright �oor and none of them is observed. What is observed is just opposite:dark-�oored raters in Iapetus' high-albedo hemisphere.So it is even possible that mirror matter has already been disovered andeverybody an look at mirror body in our solar system by telesope. Butwe feel we are beoming too open-minded here. So it is good time to �nishbefore our brains fall out.
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